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Objectives

• Review of document for final comments
• Approve PAE
• Recommend an implementation strategy
Overview

• D French introduced process
• K hinds presented the document
Decisions

- Agree to forward to plenary for approval with agreed changes
  - Change women under vulnerable groups to care givers and children
  - Change disabled to special needs groups
  - Remove shelter in place as a recommendation
- Countries discuss the PAE with their stakeholders noting that the CTIC Director will advance discussions
- Consideration of who are the PAE officers – general government information officers or dedicated/specialised DRM communications officers
- Need for a regional workshop for PAE officers
- Earthquake learning points – consider changing 3rd bullet about time to a sense of disorientation
- Following adoption of document, it needs to be translated
  - France volunteer to translate into French for purpose of circulation, but this may not be an official version – necessary before stakeholder consultations (Spanish, French and Dutch)